Bennington Carriages,
Moor Lane, Long Bennington,
Newark, Notts, NG23 5GA
Bennington Carriages is easy to find and conveniently located. This document contains directions
from the South (via the Northbound A1), the North (via the Southbound A1) or West (via the
Eastbound A52.) Please note: certain Sat Nav systems do not recognise our postcode. To ensure a
trouble free journey, please enter the Moor Lane / Long Bennington address.

Directions from the North - A1 Southbound
Follow the A1 Southbound and exit at Long Bennington. Follow the road into Long Bennington for
approximately ¼ mile. Continue past Whittakers bar & restaurant. Just after the restaurant you will
see Sienna’s News on your right. Turn RIGHT here, before the newsagent and then turn immediately
LEFT onto Costa Row. Follow Costa Row for approximately ¼ mile until you cross the A1.
Immediately after crossing the A1 turn RIGHT. This will take you into Moor Lane.
Follow Moor Lane for approximately ¾ mile. At the end of the lane, turn LEFT and follow the road
up the hill until you reach the green metal gates which mean you have arrived at Bennington
Carriages. Enter through the gates and park at the end of the hard-standing where you will find our
showroom and office.

www.benningtoncarriages.co.uk
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Directions from the South - A1 Northbound
Follow the A1 Northbound and exit at Long Bennington. Follow the road into Long Bennington for
approximately ½ mile. You will see a pub called The Reindeer. Just past The Reindeer, turn LEFT
onto Vicarage Lane. Follow this to the end of the lane where you will reach a T-junction. Turn LEFT.
This will take you over the A1. Immediately after crossing the A1 turn RIGHT. This will take you into
Moor Lane.
Follow Moor Lane for approximately ¾ mile. At the end of the lane, turn LEFT and follow the road
up the hill until you reach the green metal gates which mean you have arrived at Bennington
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Directions from the West / Nottingham - A52 Eastbound
From the eastbound A52, take the first exit for Bottesford. Follow the road into the centre of
Bottesford (High St). You will pass the Rutland Arms on your left. Follow the road around to your
left and you will pass Paul’s Restaurant on your left. Approximately 100yds past Paul’s Restaurant,
and adjacent to the Bull Inn, bear left onto Normanton Road. You will pass over a level crossing.
Follow Normanton Road for approximately 2 miles. Pass through the village of Normanton.
Continue to follow the road where you will pass Roseland Business Park on your right. Continue
straight ahead for approximately one mile. You will gradually head downhill. Moor Lane is on your
left at the bottom of the incline directly BEFORE the bridge. If you cross the A1 dual carriageway
you have gone too far.
Follow Moor Lane for approximately ¾ mile. At the end of the lane, turn left and follow the road up
the hill until you reach the green metal gates which mean you have arrived at Bennington Carriages.
Enter through the gates and park at the end of the hard-standing where you will find our showroom
and office.
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